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About This Game

About the Game
Saving the world from an alien invasion is in your hands. Dark Raid is a FPS Action game developed by an independent

developer studio 'Vector Games'. Dark Raid is a new concept of mixing good old-school FPS game styles and new generation
graphics and game-play. With the next-gen graphics and scenario, Dark Raid offers the players an amazing FPS Action game

experience.

A research ship named S.W.A.N, receives an unknown signal from an unknown source while cruising throughout the deep
space. The ship gets attacked and invaded all of a sudden. You're the only one who can stop this invasion and save the human

kind from total extinction. Brace yourselves to fight with sinister enemies and save the world!

Key Features
- Two different game modes, Single-Player(Story) and Multi-Player

Single-Player:
- The Real FPS Action : Mixing good old-school FPS game styles with new generation graphics and game-play, in this game you

will find the old-school FPS Action that you missed.
- Enemies with different levels of intelligence and fighting skills.

- Old-School Boss Fights
- Fast paced game-play

Multi-Player:
- Fast paced game-play
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- Death Match, Team Death Match, Capture The Flag Modes
- Tough enemy bots

- Enjoy being a robot warrior and fight the sinister enemies without mercy
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Title: Dark Raid
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Vector Games
Publisher:
Vector Games
Release Date: 3 Jun, 2014

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP SP2, Windows Vista, Windows 7, Windows 8

Processor: 2.0+ GHz Processor

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: SM3-Compatible Video Card

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 4 GB available space

English,German,Russian,Turkish
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A great puzzle game about sliding block in tight spots to group by color.

Where the old Klotski could get repetitive, Blockwick never repeats the same configuration and introduces special blocks to
keep things interesting.

Each level has the chance of being solved or illuminated. Even if a level is hard, you can move to the next level if you find a
hidden pearl. If you find a hard level you can at least move on and come back later.

The set of Basic levels added after the initial release is easier than the normal levels but they are still some extra fun.

Very recommended if you're the thinker type.

Small cons:

* Undo is limited to one movement. After that there's only the option to restart the level. And even then, this is not too bad since
when you're stuck, trying a new fresh solution can be the best idea.
* Music is pleasant but the tracks are short and it will get repetitive. Easy to silence, of course.. I have been asking for more
SNK Playmore games for a long time. I actually just asked them to put the second The Last Blade on Steam yesterday. I love
this game and would love to see more SNK Playmore games on Steam. This is a must buy if you like good old fashion fighting
games with really unique Super Moves and characters. I LOVE THIS GAME!. Pretty good game. Graphics, physics, ai. Needs
manual control of car down pit road and cross-play. Still haven't perfected drafting.. reminds me of the japanese mangoes
10\/10. Neat little platformer where you play as a donut who has to avoid sharks, oil cans, and other obstacles.

+ Challenging
+ Nice art
+ Good music. Dont waste your money. I have over 3000 hours on this and its honestly just a pigeon hole when your project will
need to scale beyond its limitations. What really takes the\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665though is how much you
have to "buy" just to get the full experience.

I bought the fusion 2.5 "developer version"
I had to buy most of the export addons
Bought the Fusion 2.5 + addon

This is a greedy\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665company that charges you for "updates" (look at the fusion 2.5 +
addon)

I wonder how much the next free update will "cost". These idiots charge you for basic quality of life patches. What a joke.

Whats next? Buying customer support?. MAYBE. Because when I had a problem syncing my clickteam forums account with
my steam account, their foolish support staff refused to help me unless I provide my real name and details and who knows what
else. Some oversensitve employee Simon Pittock quickly shut down my need for assistance over so called "abusive language"
when all I said was "I paid so much for this crap". Quick to waste my time but take my money and not even try to help.
Overgrown useless morons. They take your money, cant provide good software, support
is\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 Stay away. Unity is a million times better or game maker.

WORST OF ALL, When I had one damn problem, JUST ONE problem I wanted help with after the thousands of dollars spent
on this, I was denied and shut down hard and fast for the most trivial reason. F this company and their software.. The model isn't
bad, but it's not good either. Here's my breakdown of it.

Pros:
-Very nice detail, including logo size, font, caps covering Ex-Conrail marker lights.
-Lights are incandescent, typical for an NS Standard Cab Dash 8.
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-Accurately displayed.
-In cab controls are somewhat good.

Cons:
-Default Kuju Gevo sounds as usual for all GE Freight engines.
-Axel size is a bit small. This is typical on DTG engines.
-Takes getting the engine up to 500 RPM to start, which often results in going into Notch 8 just to get it running.
-Cab controls are a bit unusual.

Asside from the cons, I recommend this add-on, but not at full price. It's better to get it on sale as spending 20 dollars on it is
crazy. It's not worth the whole cash amount but it is still a good add on to have especially if you love Norfolk Southern. Horn
sounds can be fixed with mods of course.. Only played this game with the vive so far and in vr it
is\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665so gud like damb. on the meme to dream scale this game ranks at the
"Bambinos FINEST pepperoni pizza pie" mark.. I waited few months for this thing and I regret every minute. It is not a game, it
is pure garbage.
For me this game is worth 30 USD - I mean devs need to pay me 30 USD every hour to play this crap.
This "game" do not even have QUIT Game option, you need to Alt+F4.
REFUND
PS. Devs do not answer my comment. You do not deserve even one more minute of my time.
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Warning: Broken Game - Do not buy right now

2nd Boss is badly bugged. Do not buy until fixed! Random character deaths in non deadly spots - level does not reset correctly
when restarting from menu.

______________________________________________

Previous Review:

It's good. A different gaming experience.

You solve puzzles by being in multiple places at the same time.

You do this by performing step 1, jumping back in time and doing step 2 while your former self does step 1 again.
You can repeat this a maximum number of times depending on the level. Usually 3-5 time clones.

You can release the ghost in your pocketwatch (yes, you read that right) and freeze and unfreeze time while you scout out the
scenario.

There are Bosses. Basically elaborate multi-phase chase sequences.

People have complained about clunky movement, but it more about cordinating timing with your time clones than Super-Meat-
Boy style acrobatics.

People have also complained about bugs - only one I have seen so far is a rare non-scrolling screen on time-jump. Resetting
level fixed it the one time it happened.

The one lame\/annoying thing for me is text presented typerwriter fashion with no way to insta-text or skip. (also means no
voice acting) It's dialog with the ghost in your pocketwatch. It's boring and stupid. Supposedly some sort of storyline - whatever
- it sucks. You can end the dialog on a level by solving it quickly - Incentive :D. Nice Pack! I like the Fallout weapons the most.
The main item worth anything in this pack was the Aurum. That was why it cost $60.00. They quietly removed it, so now it's
$60.00 for a vehicle similar to one you get elsewhere, a recolored costume you can get two other versions of, and shards and
points that are, at most, just a slight starting boost. The advantages of this pack are negligible, especially given the lack of
Aurum. In no way is it worth the price now.. This game is a lot of fun! Ever since Mike and his team introduced this game to
our school, I've been playing this game quite a bit. In a nutshell, this game is currently a lot like a shooting gallery. Your enemies
spawn and scatter and you have to pick the waves of minions down, without allowing them to overwhelm you with their
numbers.

The boss looks amazing! I am biased because I know the guy who modelled it, but it looks so cool! (Here's a hint, don't fight it
at long-range).

I look forwards to see how this game develops over time and where the developers take the story.. The designs of this game and
story description seemed fun. Sadly it's badly translated with many sentences that hardly make any sense. I lasted only a few
minutes before closing the game. How do these badly translated games keep being sold? They're making this genre of games
look bad.. A super fun platform with lots of clever levels! I found the world and characters to be incredibly polished! Just
finished my first run through and going through to collect all of the items I have left!
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